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students. The most important recommendation is to establish
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To give one example, Maryland currently has three separate,
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career and technical education (CTE) pathway leading to an
One consequence of the American system is that students take

industry-approved entry-level credential by the end of twelfth

high school–level assessments in many different grades. Some

grade. Third, students who wanted to pursue a traditional four-

students take high school mathematics assessments in eighth
grade, while others take the same assessment in twelfth grade.3

year college degree would have two years to take Advanced
Placement, International Baccalaureate, early-college, or
other advanced courses. The key is that the K–10 system would
be geared to deliver sufficiently rigorous instruction so that the
majority of students would be able to choose between the
second and third options for their final two years of high school.

Guiding Questions
•

Do policymakers have the political will to tie high school
graduation to true college- and career-ready standards?

•

Are policymakers willing to create a high-quality CTE pathway
option that students could select ahead of their last two years
in high school?

•

Will policymakers fund research-based interventions from the
earliest grade levels to minimize the number of students who
will be off track to meet the required tenth-grade standards?
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